Clean carpets with ProTeam and effectively remove dust, soil, and allergens.
The objective of carpet cleaning is soil removal since carpet collects soil and dust. Proper cleaning with effective vacuums removes dust and allergens from the carpet, captures particulate, and helps keep them out of the air we breathe.

ProTeam’s lineup includes vacuums that are compact, easy to maneuver, and easy to use for a person of any size, from ergonomic backpack vacuums to upright vacuums with advanced filtration.

Did you know?

1. Carpets cover 48% of floors in the US.
2. Carpet can hold more than its weight in soil.
3. 70–80% of dirt and debris in a building comes through the front door.
4. 30% of dirt is deposited in the first 3 feet, while 90% is tracked off in the first 25 feet.
5. Carpet soil generally consists of about 80% sand or dry soil and 20% oily soil.
6. Carpet also acts as a reservoir for dust, dirt, pollen, mold spores, pesticides, and other materials which may originate indoors or be brought into the indoor environment from outside.
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Sources— Carpet and Rug Institute, Dalton GA; ISSA: International Sanitary Supply Association; CleanLink, Matting: Leaving Dirt at the Door; IREC: Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration; CleanLink, Soils Damage on Floors and Carpets; EPA: Does carpet cause IAQ problems in schools?

Here’s a study summary of the dust, soil and particulate matter removed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water extraction alone</td>
<td>(57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-vacuuming + water extraction</td>
<td>(67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-vacuuming + chemical extraction</td>
<td>(83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-vacuuming + water extraction</td>
<td>(67%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source— Quantification of Foreign Contaminant from Flooring Surface through XRF Technology, by Professional Testing Lab and KeyMaster Technologies.

Cleaning for Health & ProLevel Filtration®

ProTeam vacuums safely contain and capture harmful particulate that can harm health and trigger asthma or allergies within a ProLevel Filtration system.

The unique ProTeam method of suction-vacuuming cleans carpets, hard floors, and other surfaces without stirring up dust – so the environment stays cleaner and operators can work without breathing unhealthy air.

U.S. Floor Covering Statistics

- Laminate (4%)
- Hardwood (6.7%)
- Ceramic Floor & Wall Tile (14.2%)
- Stone (14%)
- Vinyl Sheet & Floor Tile (25.9%)
- Other (14%)
- Carpet & Area Rugs (46.4%)

Carpet has many aesthetic benefits besides appearance:

- Warmth & Comfort
- Reduced Slip and Fall Hazard
- Reduced Noise
- Wears Well

Proper vacuuming is an easy and effective way to keep carpet clean and to help improve your Indoor Air Quality.

**Drying Carpets Fast**

PROPER AIR CIRCULATION

If carpet is wet due to flooding or a burst pipe, it should be dried as quickly as possible. Neglecting the problem for more than 24 to 48 hours could allow mold to start growing.* Mold growth is accelerated in warm conditions with considerable moisture.** Fabrics that dry slowly can develop odors. The use of air movers can facilitate the drying process.

With 3 fan speeds and 3 operating positions, the ProBlitz AirMover tackles air circulation requirements with ease.

*Source — DKI Restoration, How to Dry Wet Carpet
https://www.dkiservices.com/blog/2020/03/29/how-to-dry-wet-carpet/

**Source — Florida’s Premier Energy Research Center at the University of Central Florida: Mold Growth

**ProTeam Advantages**

SIX STEPS TO SUCCESS

**EFFECTIVE:** High-powered suction and extremely effective ProLevel Filtration capture and contain microscopic particulate.

**PRODUCTIVE:** All ProTeam vacuums feature a 50-foot cord for maximum mobility and the ability to clean easily along baseboards and corners.

**PROFESSIONAL:** Pre-vacuuming with ProTeam removes the majority of dry particulate in carpet and improves your end result.

**VERSATILE:** Whether cleaning carpets or stairs, use one machine with our versatile tool kits to accomplish more in less time.

**ERGONOMIC:** ProTeam’s lightweight vacuums distribute 90% of the weight on the hips, reducing stress and fatigue.

**IMPROVED AIR QUALITY:** ProTeam products help cleaning professionals positively impact the health and safety of building occupants.
PROOF POSITIVE

Scott Noble, owner and operator of Noble Carpet Cleaners in Elk Grove, California

“The ProForce had been on my radar for several years,” Noble says. “So I decided to make the switch. My customers now ask me about it almost everyday. It’s very durable, and the handle prevents fatigue. Whipping out the nozzle to get the baseboards in all my rooms is ridiculously fast. It is without a doubt the most productive vacuum cleaner for me to date.”

“I emphasize protecting the carpet investment in the long-term,” says Noble. “My customers are constantly asking me for a recommendation on vacuums. I’ve always used uprights and I’ve tried many. I finally found one that exceeds my expectations, and is priced right for my customers.”